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Eric Meigs Corner Table
24" deep, 30" high, Solid oak finished with
wipe on polly. Designed to match existing
furniture style and finish

All of the turned pieces were turned one at a time without a
duplicator. The threaded inserts were 1/4-20. The bolts were 1/ 420 x 1-1/2" steel hanger bolts. The unit can be totally disassembled
for storage or shipping. The radius for the curve was approximately
5ft.

Neckerchief Slide by Ron Zdroik
I made this slide for a bandana the same way as making a ring. It is just thicker and wider. Inside diameter is about
a 5/8" to 3/4" depending on the bandana material. Wood is maple burl with gloss poly varnish. The inlay is crushed
opal.

Pizza Cutter by Ron Zdroik

Two Plates Turned by Carl Brust
I took two same sized pieces of wood and joined and planed them flat and to the same thickness. Then I scribed a circle on the top board to show the diameter and location of the
plate. I determine the best grain orientation (On both pieces) and held them together with two sided tape. I determined a rough pattern and tried to stay close to the sketched
pattern while I made smooth continuously flowing cuts with a band saw. Then I cut a walnut strip the same thickness as the kerf of the blade. Then I replaced every other piece
between the two boards, put a walnut strip between each piece, glued them together and “tried” to turn them identical. Then I mounted a waste block on the top side of the plate
(To hold in a chuck) and turned the bottom of the plate first cutting a very swallow recessed tenon. Tailstock was up as long as possible to help support the very thin recessed tenon
when I turned the top of the plate.

14” D x 3-1/2 H Tray by Cecil Parker
Made of Oregon Pine aka old growth Douglas Fir.
Recycled from cut offs of stair tread stock for a spiral
stair I made in the early 1970s. Ridiculous to have
wood setting around in your shop for that long.....but
someday I will find a use for it! I saw a tray of a midcentury designer from Denmark,Nana Ditzel, made
of Oregon Pine. I wanted to try something new ....had
not done staves before. There are 20 staves with
plumb walls on the inside and tapered to the top on
the outside. It is 1/4” wall thickness at the top and 1/2”
at the lower end. A 1/4” groove on the inside of the
walls captures the bottom which is flat on the top
and “pillowed” on the underside. It is finished with 4
coats of General Finish Satin. Must have taken a
bazillion years to grow a tree with annular rings that
close together!

Pepper Mills made by Tony Rozendaal

I've been making some pepper mills lately. I completed my first crush-grind kits this summer and ended up making several of them for
various reasons. After I completed a few crush grind mills, I thought I better use up some old stainless steel kits that had laying around
for a few years. Some of the pictures show them sitting on a paper towel because I used walnut oil as a finish on all of them.
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Hollowed Vessel and Bowl by
Harold Solberg
3 5/8” x 7 1/2” hollowed vessel. Blue oak, a swamp
white oak. Stump wood with a wavy grain.
Completely hollowed. Velvit Oil finish.

Cherry Burl bowl. 2” x 3 3/4”. Bore chucked with thin
rim and heavier base for better balance. My usual
buffed 3 coats Velvit Oil finish.

Pendants made by Harold Solberg
Artists palate display with a walnut column base. A
new display for new pendants. Left unfinished to better
display the highly finished pendants.

Made from exotic and highly figured cutoffs saved from other projects.
Turned on both front and back, sanded to 1000 grit and finished with 3
coats of Velvit Oil finish and buffed. They have almost a gem stone
quality finish. A new creation made for my featured artist show at our
Artists Gallery in Racine. Show installation 9/29, running through 10/30.
Gallery open from11-5 Wednesday through Saturday.

Turning by a new MAWt member
Leigh W White

I'm a new member of MAWT and having seen some other members' work, I know I've come to the right place to learn and be inspired! I started
turning at the beginning of this year, just in time for Covid; it's been a great way to pass the time. I look forward to being part of the group.
Anyway, here are three of the more interesting bowls I've turned. The Catcher's Mitt bowl is from a piece of mystery wood I found on the curb,
with lots of resin to hold it together! The Tailor-Made bowl and the Fleur-de-Lis bowls are both from a piece of reclaimed maple butcher block I
found in an alley off Brady St.

This slide and next slide are bowls turned by
Dick Garbe
Segmented Bowl to look like a basket.

Bowls turned for the “Empty Bowls
Program”

2020 Candy Bowl gifts for family members.

Dave Drickhammer Ebony Tool Handle
A while back I purchased several pieces of embony. After receiving it; I noticed one piece had cracks.
Because of this; I didn't want to use it for anything decorative so I decided to use it for a tool handle.
The handle is 12” long fitted with an adapter to hold a 1/2” tool shaft. After turning; all the cracks
went away. They were only on the surface.

Rick Erdmann designed
Birdhouse Ornament
turned by Tom Hipsak
Several years ago; club member Rick
Erdmann deomonstrated at a Wisconsin
Woodturners meeting. He
demonstrated the birdhouse ornaments
he designed and makes. Rick supplied
all members present at the meeting
with a bag of parts to turn and complete
two miniature birdhouse ornaments. I
finally got around to completing the
second ornament in the bag. I believe
the roof is a mahogany. The house is
red oak. Under the house is a ring of
black walnut and a cherry finial. The
finish is wipe on polyurethane.

Additional Birdhouse Ornaments turned by
Tom Hipsak

The birdhouse ornaments were turned using the Dick Sing method of turning miniature birdhouse ornaments. The woods used for
these ornaments are Ash, Black Walnut, and Buckthorn. Bloodwood was used for the lower finial and perches. The finial on the
center picture is Redheart. All were finished with wipe on Polyurethane. The texture on the acorn cap was done with a Wagner
knerling tool.

Bowls by
Richard Herrmann
Richard Herrmann is
getting his basement
booth ready for a virtual
art fair by Our Lady of
Lourdes on October 10.
This is the first time
trying this--we'll see how
it goes! You can check it
out at Booth Central
online.

Richard Herrmann
Individual picture from
previous slide
This “sculpture” is from a yew root ball. It is
upside down. The root ball is the top half. I
had to level four of the branches and shoot
screws throught a double-5/8 plywood base
and try to hit the center of each branch blind.
(I got lucky) Then I screwed the base to my 6”
facplate and exposed as much of the inner
wood as I felt safe with. So it sort of took its
own shape. I did have it between centers
though. I'm not crazy. The sphere is cedar
with brass filings filling in some cracks.

Richard Herrmann bowls featured in the
group picture.
This large tall bowl is Silver Maple from
a neighbor's huge old tree.

This spalted pedestal bowl is silver maple from a
tree cut down near 100th & Cleveland. It had a
lot of spalt.

Two more Richard Herrmann items featured
in the group picture.
This pedestal bowl is also Silver Maple from a different
part of the same tree as the pedestal bowl on the
previous slide.

This half-red / half-white with the bark and branch
inclusions is from a Crab Apple cut down by a fellow
artist. I have a lot of these blanks to still turn.

Richard Herrmann's vision on woodturning
• My vision from chain sawing to completed project is always to preserve as
much of the wood --ie. as much grain, bark,bore-holes, or other history of the
tree as I can so the shape of the project will reflect that. I always stage the
wood to preserve the prettiest part of the piece. I get all my wood from
downed trees I come upon in the neighborhood or hear of from friends. I
have used silver maple, white and black ash, European mountain ash, black
walnut, crab apple, cherry, honey locust, black mulberry, red elm, red maple-it
goes on. They're all from around the neighborhood. I really don't see the
need to use exotics much. God gave us plenty of beauty right in our own
backyard!
• As for my favorites--they're all my favorites.

Thank-you everyone for sending in
your work.
Remember to take pictures of your current
and future work for the next gallery.

